Communique of the Founding Congress of the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA

There is no such a party! Let the rich earth in their dripping drenchers. Let the workmen in the mines and mills, hovels and fields, toil and toil. There is a Leninist political party of the American proletariat. There is a party opposed to the parasitism of the rich, a party of the socialist revolution. After decades of toil, the working class of America has emerged victorious! The Working People of the USA have been born! The Founding Congress of the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA has been born.

The Founding Congress of the Marxist-Leninist Party was convened on the 2nd of the new month. The Founding Congress was a congress of unity and defeated isolationism. It was a congress of the working class and its allies who have worked together for social progress and for the common good.

The Founding Congress of the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA was a historic event in the history of the social revolution. It was a congress that brought together the workers of the USA and the Leninists of the world. It was a congress that laid the foundation for a new socialist society.
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COMMEMORATION OF THE FIRST PLENUM OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY OF THE USA

The First Plenum of the Central Committee of the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA was convened on January 3, 1938. The First Plenum of the Central Committee proceeded to the adoption of a resolution by the Plenum of the Central Committee of the CPSU on the 20th anniversary of the proclamation of the first manifesto of the Communist International. The First Plenum also adopted the resolution of the Central Committee of the USA on the question of the maintenance of the friendly relations between the USA and the USSR. The First Plenum further adopted the resolution of the Central Committee of the USA on the question of the maintenance of the friendly relations between the USA and the USSR.
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WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES, UNITE!
FROM THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE FOUNDING CONGRESS

The formation of the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA was proclaimed on January 1, 1980 at its Founding Congress. The Congress discussed and approved the Political Resolutions and General Rules of the Party, and elected the First Central Committee. The Congress also gave the Party the task of organizing other resolutions and messages of greetings to Marxist-Leninist parties throughout the world. A number of these resolutions and messages of greetings appear below.

The Founding Congress declares that the banner of J.V. Stalin is the banner of our Party

The Founding Congress of the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA, whose solemn commemoration on this occasion of the 100th anniversary of the birth of J.V. Stalin.

J.V. Stalin was an outstanding champion of the cause of international Marxism-Leninism, of socialism and communism. His life and work are an example.

Stalin was a great Marxist-Leninist, an outstanding representative of the scientific doctrine of Marxism-Leninism, a great builder of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, a pioneer of socialism. After the death of Lenin he continued and successfully developed the great construction of socialism. His very life and work are inseparable from the victorious course of the world domination of Marxism-Leninism and the successful completion of the tasks of the international and socialist movements.

J.V. Stalin was a former statesman, in the heroic period of the world revolution.

Stalin was the architect of the victory of the revolutionary spirit of Marxism-Leninism and to the revolutionary class struggle.

Thus it is the memory of Stalin is cherished by the proletariat and the genuine Marxist-Leninist revolutionaries, and this is why it is that Stalin, with his life and work, is an example to us, and an inspiration.

The Founding Congress commemorates the 60th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party of the USA

The Founding Congress of the Communist Party of the USA solemnly observes the 60th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party of the USA in 1921.

The Communist Party of the USA was founded in 1921 on a sound basis on the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism and the decisive role of revolution.

The Communist Party of the USA was a profound and the most thorough study of the revolutionary ideas of Marxism-Leninism and the concrete tasks of the revolution. The Congress of the Communist Party of the USA solemnly commemorates this anniversary.

The Founding Congress salutes the Marxist-Leninist communists throughout the world

The Founding Congress of the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA salutes the Marxist-Leninist communist parties, the revolutionary vanguard of the working class of all countries.

The international Marxist-Leninist communist movement is the advanced vanguard of the working class, and the vanguard of the world revolution.

The unity of this movement will be the guarantee of the success of the revolution.

The Marxist-Leninist communist parties are the vanguard of the working class and the vanguard of the world revolution.

The foundering communist parties throughout the world will wage an uncompromising struggle against imperialism in all its forms.
OF THE MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY OF THE USA

Internationalist rallies: Lisbon, April 11, 1977 (left) and Montreal, April 20, 1974 (right)

Their ranks have given many martyrs to the revolutionary cause.

In the force of the international Marxist-Leninist communist movement stands the Party of Labor of Albania. The Party has fought against and crushed revisionism in all its forms. The Party has led the Albanian people in making Albania the bastion of socialism and world revolution. Its Marxist-Leninist communists of all countries draw boundless inspiration from socialist Albania and relish the deepest love and respect for the Party. The Marxist-Leninist Party, USA is founded as the American, vanguard of the international Marxist-Leninist communist movement. It is staunchly loyal to the Albanian Party and stands in solidarity with it.

The Marxist-Leninist Party, USA supports the Marxist-Leninist communist movement of all countries. The Party supports the Marxist-Leninist communist movement in its struggle against revisionism in the revolutionary cause. It supports the Marxist-Leninist communists in the fight for socialism and world revolution.

The Marxist-Leninist Party, USA works to strengthen the unity of the international Marxist-Leninist communist movement. The Party opposes all attempts of the revisionists to undermine the unity of the international movement.

The unity of the international Marxist-Leninist communist movement stands firm. It is the foundation of the revolutionary movement of Marxism-Leninism. The defense of the unity of Marxism-Leninism is a strenuous battle against all forms of revisionism. The Party is determined to fight revisionism and strengthen the international Marxist-Leninist communist movement.

The Party of Labor of Albania is the vanguard of the international Marxist-Leninist communist movement. It is the leader in the struggle against revisionism in the revolutionary cause.

The Founding Congress sends its ardent revolutionary greetings to the Party of Labor of Albania and Comrade Enver Hoxha.

May 1st demonstration in Montreal led by the Communist Party of Canada (M-L)

Against the cowardly rigging of the revisionsists, the workers of the USA stand up for the restoration of the Communist Party of Canada (M-L)!

The Founding Congress sends its ardent revolutionary greetings to the Party of Labor of Canada and Comrade Louis Stillion.
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